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Pat Doherty, the man who built Harcourt 
Developments, is not a high profile 

tycoon. The unprepossessing Irishman is 
all about substance rather than style - his 
younger peers in the property developments 
business have much to learn from him.

He rarely, if ever, gives interviews because 
he doesn’t need to.

We have picked the Chelsea Harbour 
hotel as the venue for our conversation. He 
owns it but only the doorman, with whom 
he shakes hands, seems to be aware of this 
fact.

He doesn’t pull rank and doesn’t make 
a fuss. As he warms to the conversation, 
the Irish humour, laced with hard boiled 
wisdom, starts flowing easily.

At 14, he was already working as a builder 
for his uncle in county Donegal, Ireland, 
so when he travelled to England at age 18 
and a half, he already had 4 years experience 
under his belt.

‘The weekly wage in Ireland was £3-4 a 
week then. In England it was £14-15, so a 
friend and I decided to leave together.’ They 

Pat 
Doherty

Photography by Mick Hutson

the luck of 
the Irish...

Pat Doherty, enjoying the best of that Irish luck  
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worked for Wimpey to begin with but by the time he 
was twenty two, Pat had his own business supplying 
brickwork and carpentry to building contractors. 

In the late 60s he bought a house near Olympia 
and turned it into five flats; this was his first 
development project and the start of a property 
portfolio that spans several countries on three 
continents. Doherty consolidated his various 
companies under the Harcourt Developments 
umbrella about 10 years ago and has among others 
Brigadier Parker Bowles on his board of directors.

His Antigua hotel, Carlisle Bay, was voted Hotel 
of the Year by Tatler magazine and Lough Eske 
Castle, in his native Donegal,  has won World’s Best 
County Hotel for the past two years running. He has 
also invested in Grand Bahamas Island, originally 
developed by Jack Heyward and Edward St George.

A house he acquired in Tobago is earmarked as a 
future eco hotel and he co-owns a large wild life farm 
in South Africa.

Harcourt has developments in Jersey and 
Portsmouth (the old Hassler hospital) and ...

Harcourt’s most ambitious project, however, is 
Titanic Quarter – a 75 hectare site which was once 
the Harland &Wolff shipyard in Belfast. 

The project goes beyond mere development, of 
course – it is a massive city regeneration opportunity 

for Northern Ireland. 
Eric Kuhne, creator of the Sydney Darling 

Harbour, has been retained for the job and the 
Titanic signature building will incorporate iconic 
elements from the bow of the most iconic ship in the 
world.

The centrepiece to which is Titanic Belfast, 
a landmark visitor attraction based on RMS Titanic, 
due to open in April 2012. Its futuristic architectural 
design is set to become as iconic for Belfast as the 
Eiffel Tower is for Paris. 

Like his Greek counterpart, major property 
developer Dakis Joannou, Doherty is a keen art 
collector and patron. All his properties have an art 
dimension and the Chelsea Harbour hotel (only hotel 
in England, he tells me, that has only suites rather 
than rooms) boasts differently decorated penthouse 
suites and art replicas from his personal collection.

It is a well documented fact that Lucian Freud 
painted Doherty’s portrait. What is not so well known 
is that he produced not one but two portraits as well 
as an etching of Doherty.

Freud asked him to sit for a portrait through 
Andrew Parker Bowles who originally introduced the 
two men. Doherty was reluctant at first because he 
had misgivings about the number of sittings required.

Parker Bowles prevailed by telling him it was a 

great honour to be asked by Freud.
Doherty ended up doing 100 sittings 

for the first portrait and 80 for the second. 
In the process, the two men became firm 
friends and now often dine together.

He has since bought the paintings and 
takes justified pride in them.

I ask him about the other ‘golden boys 
of Ireland’, Denis O’Brian, JP McManus, 
John Magnier and Dermot Desmond, and 
what it is that makes Irishmen so successful.

Without missing a beat, he says, ‘they are 
hungry’. The Irish wit is legendary and his 
narrative is peppered with several jokes and 
funny repartees.

His best anecdote is perhaps the most 
characteristic of the man himself.

He sat next to a big talker at a party 
once. The man talked about his property 
portfolio. Doherty listened. The man 
eventually mentioned he was keen to sell off 
one of his developments. Doherty inquired 
what that was. The reply came as something 
of a surprise – it was one of Doherty’s own 
properties.

‘That’s odd’, he said, ‘it’s one of mine but 
I had no idea it was for sale!’ n

“The Irish seem to have more fire 
about them than the Scots.”
Sean Connery 

Titanic Belfast® will be a “must see” visit in any tour 
of Belfast and Northern Ireland. It is located in the 
heart of Belfast, right beside the historic site of the 
world-famous ship’s construction.

The Wyndham Grand Chelsea 
Harbour London Hotel

Lough Eske Castle, Donegal, Ireland



So what iS it all about ?
Simply put, Six Shooters are six of the finest music photographers currently working in the UK 

all working together, as Stevie Wonder might put it, in perfect harmony. 

Based on a twenty-year friendship, which has seen them graduate from bumping into each 
other at gigs to lending their last roll of film to becoming trustworthy shooting partners, it is 

both revolutionary concept and working co-op.

Today this group of photographers is the most sought after in the business, having between 
them shot every notable band and musician you can think of, toured with the very best and 

been published in The Sunday Times., Rolling Stone , Mojo, Q magazine, Spin, Dazed and 
Confused, Kerrang, NME, Time and Vanity Fair to name but a few. 

Individually they each represent one sixth of a group of the most internationally recognised, 
leading figures in the photographic industry. What’s more, in a competitive and cutthroat 

business, these six photographers remain firmly in it together – creating a working co-op 
that offers a cast-iron guarantee of great photography as well as artistic integrity. 

The SIx ShooTERS exhibition edit reads like a who’s who of music’s most influential, critically 
acclaimed and commercially successful individuals: Aerosmith, Muse, Arctic Monkeys, Paul 

Weller, Paul McCartney, Björk, Green Day, Lily Allen, The White Stripes; U2, Coldplay, Foo 
Fighters, Kasabian, Radiohead, Killers, Jarvis Cocker, Ian Brown, oasis, Morrissey, REM, 

Eminem, Marilyn Manson, The Strokes, Libertines, The Clash, Blur, Kings of Leon, Metallica 
and Jay Z to name a mere fraction.

This look at the modern music scene will provide a window onto the best that music has to 
offer, shot by today’s most important photographers. An absolute must see for music and 

photography fans alike, the unrivalled exhibition is set to be the most important of its kind.

ThESE ARE ThE NICE GUyS oF RoCK N RoLL, says Serge Pizzorno from Kasabian of these 
camera-toting gunslingers.

Six shooters: their aim is true. 

SIX
SHOOTERS
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aNDY CottERill

A teenage hip-hop fan with a taste for vintage motors, it’s little wonder 
Andy Cotterill has an eye for detail.

 “I like old cars and old buildings and the process which went into 
making them” explains this rogue-ish son of Ilford. “Great photography 
can be just as timeless. It doesn’t have to be throwaway.”

A youthful habituee of  East End hip-hop mecca Bentleys (formerly The 
Bridge House), Andy’s entry into magazines came, suitably enough, with 
pictures of Public Enemy’s Chuck D for Dazed & Confused. 

In the years since he has chalked up images of personal heroes 
ranging from Sly and Robbie to John Peel to Lee Scratch Perry. along the 
way establishing a reputation for delivering the unique.

“I shot The Strokes on their first visit to London” he explains. “They 
were all lying on the bed and their legs were intertwined. In a strange 
way it said everything about how close they were, and how different to 
everyone else.”

With Andy, however, it’s about more than just delivering iconic images. 
“I love the skill of dealing with the person you’re photographing and 
trying to get the best out of it” he says.

“I’m not after the subject’s soul. I’m looking for a true representation 
of them at that given moment. It might come out nothing like you 
planned, but that’s the fun of it- it’ll never be the same twice.”

Andy Cotterill: purveyor of bespoke images since 1992.

Clockwise: DAVE GROHL

KANYE WEST - LONDON 2007
Had a wonderful conversation with 
Kanye once I locked us in the toilet to 
get him out of reach from his groomer! 
His bold bravado was most defiantly 
left outside the door..He asked me if I 
thought all the publicity was necessary. 
I said he could ask himself this question 
looking at his shades!

FOO FIGHTERS – STUDENTS KITCEN 2004
Loved doing this shoot. Really didn’t 
know the shoot was gonna go this way! 
The brief was unclear and the location 
was not what I was told...But it all 
work so well, especially when Dave told 
the roadies to plug them in for real...
We were told the band would muck the 
shots up! Can you imagine the guys in 
the room!



ANDRE 3000 - “OUTCAST” LONDON 2006
Again, when you are fortunately able to photograph somebody this charismatic things just 
flow...”Three rolls of film” whole shoot! Simple is always best. He was on that table so fast! 
Great fun and amazing to photograph. He was full on throughout the little time we had.

LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY - ISLE OF WHITE 2002
This was shot backstage at bestival...Very excited to meet the man after hearing so much 
about his random character! It was all true. Came in with a pigtail wig and a neck draped 
with garlands.

STROKES - “LEGS INTERTWINED” LONDON 2000
Didn’t know what to expect with these guys as often you don’t with new bands...Lead singer 
Julian was detached from the rest of them on the bed and it looked far more interesting to 
me from this angle. Funny shot! Converse Ad.

IAN BROWN - “STUDIO SHOT” LONDON 2004
This shot was a powerful no shit shot from Ian but to be honest, it’s hard to go wrong with a 
face like! His face with a very easy lighting is a joy to photograph. An amazingly cool bloke 
to boot! Whole shoot was amazing!

JARVIS COCKER  
RCA LONDON 2007
What a great place to take 
shots..This was the best full 
set of images I think i`ve 
taken in an hour ever..All of 
the shots I was really happy 
with..Jarvis was so engaging 
and interested throughout the 
whole shoot.
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aNDY FalloN

Everyone has to start somewhere. For Andy Fallon it was as  teenage 
photographer for his local paper in Manchester.

“I had a darkroom in my dad’s shed when I was fourteen” he says, 
surveying a career which has already seen him capture classic rock’n’roll 
images for everyone from NME to Mojo.

“I’ve always been quite a gentle photographer. I often won’t even 
direct them. I’ll take each situation as it comes and get the feel for 
what’s right.” Andy’s eye for detail never falters, even when there’s a 
storm brewing. “I flew into Miami during Hurricane Katrina to shoot The 
Killers after the VH1 Awards” he says in reference to his iconic shot of 
Las Vegas’ finest.

“It was nine o’clock in the morning and the band hadn’t been to bed. 

Palm trees were broken like twigs and the sand was burning my feet but 
we still got the shot.”

A finely tuned cultural antennae which sees him enthuse about 
everybody from Jerry Schatzberg (whose photograph of Mama 
Cass  inspired Andy’s image of  Beth Ditto) to Ray Charles (a favourite 
soundtrack to shoots) also informs his  work.

“I took some beautiful shots of Morrissey in the  Protestant Cemetery 
in Rome where Keats and Shelley are buried ” he explains.

“Afterwards we were imagining all the people who had made the same 
pilgrimage. You could tell he was enchanted. The sun was going down, 
and I shot a few more frames. That’s what it’s  all about for me –those 
special images  which come out of nothing.” 

BETH DITTO -2006
I’d always loved the shot of 
Mama Cass by photographr 
Jerry Schatzberg. Beth was 
just breaking onto the UK 
music scene and I’d caught 
her amazing live performance. 
I thought she would be perfect 
to emulate the 60’s icon.

DIzzEE RASCAL -2008
Dizzee had just come back from New York with some prize pieces of clothing.
I remember him saying “skinny jeans man, they’re wearing skinny jeans in
the hood” 

NOISETTES - 2009
I found a roll of 1970’s retro wallpaper in a skip on the way to the shoot
which I taped to a wall. I waited for three hours for hair and make up for Shingai, but when she 
walked into the shoot it was worth the wait.

REM - 2009
We had joined REM on tour in Chicago. The backstage area was bleak strip
lighting and Michael Stipe was quite subdude. I love his reflection
in the mirror.

SPIRITUALIzED - 2009
One of my favorite musicians. Taken at the time of Jasons new album A&E. I hired some old 
operating lights and lit the whole shot with them to create a heavenly back from the dead image.



LILLY ALLEN - London 2008
I first photographed Lilly when she was just 16 as a favor for her Dad
Keith. She was telling stories about being thrown out of school and that
she wanted to get a record deal. Six years later she succeeded and I got the chance to shoot her 
again as a young star.

The Coral - 2005
I’d shot the band a few times and had always art directed a stylized shoot
idea for them.This was a session for Sony for their Invisible Invasion record and I styled them as 
the seven Samurai on the coast.

MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE -2008
Shot in Atlanta. My favorite gang in the film ‘Warriers’ was the Baseball
Furies and the band willing played the part for me.

BRANDON FLOWERS - 2007
Alone away for the crew and mangagement , Brandon began to pull some ballet
moves to the piped Mozart from the hotel speakers.

Clockwise: 
CARL BARAT - 2007
Shot for a cover story in 
London then I met up with 
Carl again in
Austin Texas to get a few 
extra shots for the feature.  I 
dragged an old
rusty seat to the railroad 
tracks.

THE KILLERS - 2005
Shot in Miami the day after 
Hurricane Katrina. The band 
had just won the
VH1 music awards the night 
before and hadn’t been to 
bed. The beach had
been wrecked by the storm 
and the atmosphere was one 
of recovery.

MORRISSEY - 2006
I had the chance to spend a 
couple of days with Morrissey 
in Rome. I shot
this at the Protestant 
Cemetery, where the poets 
Shelley and Keats are
buried. We talked about the 
pilgrims who have walked the 
same path before.
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aNDY willShER

Anyone who believes photographers aren’t passionate about rock’n’roll hasn’t met Andy Willsher. Inspired 
by ‘80’s noiseniks like Chiefs Of Reliefs and The Hollow Men to pick up a camera, his (Spear Of) Destiny 

became obvious during a 5.30 gig at The University Of London. “The moment I saw them I knew I wanted to 
quit my job at the bank and be a music photographer.” he recalls.

Oxford’s finest imploded soon after, but having joined the NME in 1993 (first job-The Family Cat in Crewe) 
Andy has been up close and personal with rock’s cogniscenti ever since. Whether it’s capturing Thom Yorke 
smearing his face with ice cream at Milton Keynes Bowl, seeing Liam Gallagher point (not so) cryptically at 
the pitch markings prior to Oasis’ Wembley Stadium gigs or The Arctic Monkeys larking about in a snooker 
hall in Sheffield, Andy’s been there and clicked the shutter.

“A great rock photo is about being in the right place at the right time” he explains modestly, in refernce to 
iconic shots of Arthur Lee and ‘Modern Life Is Rubbish’ era Damon Albarn

“Pennie Smith’s classic shot of The Clash which became the sleeve for ‘London Calling’ is the perfect 
example of that.”

As for highs- well, it’s got to be his annual shot of Glastonbury Festival for the NME, taken while leaning, 
sans seat-belt, out of of a helicopter. “I can think of worse things to do” he smiles.

Andy Willsher: he was there while you were getting high.
 

Arctic Monkeys live shot - "shot on the first of 2 sold-out headline 
shows at Old Trafford Cricket Ground"

Damon Albarn from Blur

Bobby Gillespie - “shot in Chalk Farm studio for a feature in Uncut 
Magazine”

Pete Doherty - “shot for the cover of NME while living in Exmouth 
Market in Farringdon shortly after leaving The Libertines”

Paul Weller



Radiohead’s Thom Yorke 

Liam Gallagher - “shot at 
Wembley Stadium while 
they announced what would 
be their last ever shows 
together”

Biffy Clyro at T-In-The-Park, 
Kinross, Scotland 11th July 
2010

Marina & The Diamonds - 
“shot whilst on a break from 
filming the video to Hollywood 
in Ealing, London”

Courteney Love 
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MiCK hutSoN

Aerosmith May Birmingham , May 31st 1997 
shot onn The Nine Lives Tour 

Lilly Allen- Glastonbury 28th June 2009 Onstage with a very 
nervous Lilly Allen, she stole the show.

A rock’n’roll bon viveur who’s counted royalty as schoolmates, earned a crust on the 
oil rigs and once cheated death totalling one of Ozzy’s Quadbikes?

You could make Mick Hutson up, but he wouldn’t be half as much fun. A free spirit 
from the age of eight –when a clifftop epiphany told him to follow his dreams - Mick’s 
genes overflow with artistic antecedents (his grandmother was a WW2 photographer;

a great uncle a mainstay in Ronnie Scott’s jazz band). His rock’n’roll 
apprenticeship, however, came courtesy of legendary photographers Fin Costello, 
David Redfern and Ian Dickson.

“I moved from Aberdeenshire to Kilburn and fell in with them when I started 
going to gigs” he says wit ha mischievous grin. “They taught me that it’s way more 
important to be you than worry about who you’re photographing.”

Convinced of his calling following a first job where he trawled Hamburg in search 
of booze with The Spiders from Mars guitarist Mick Ronson, Mick has been in constant 
demand since, shooting countless iconic shots of everyone from Paul McCartney to U2. 
Whether it’s been hanging out of a helicopter shooting Oasis at Knebworth (for  the now 
classic ariel Glastonbury shot), swimming in the Bahamas with Mike Oldfield, stopping the 
New York rush hour traffic with Metallica or writing in pink lipstick on Marilyn Mansons’s 
chest, it’s safe to say he’s done the lot. And all in his own inimitable style.

“I once locked myself in the toilet with L’il Kim” he laughs. “There were three huge 
bouncers banging on the door while she sat happily on the loo and read a copy of Jackie 
Collins ‘Rock Star’. Great photography is all about making something amazing happen.”



Kasabian, 4th May 2009 
Shot on a promotional tour of japan and australia in the midst 
of the swine flu epidemic. They only wore masks for this shot… 
Tom returned with swine flu!

Jaz Coleman 8th February 2006, Hyde Park London, shot on 
really windy & cold day walking through hyde park, I remember 
him saying, “Is this crazy enough for ya!”

Kings of Leon, Madrid 16th November 2004 
Shot in disused children’s playpark littered with used 
hyperdermic needles, touring their second album Aha Shake 
Heartbreak.
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